
CUSTOMER AWARENESS & ENGAGEMENT FOR HEALTHIER FOOD –
THE REWE #DUBISTZUCKER (#YOUARESUGAR) CAMPAIGN

Concerned SDG(s): 3, 12
Company name: REWE Group
Industry: Food, Retail & Tourism

We need action for Sustainability – How do we make it happen?”

Together with its customers, REWE wants to find out how much
sugar they can and want to give up. By 2020, the company wants
to reduce the sugar content wherever possible. They will not use
alternative sweeteners as substitutes.
Purchasing & Own-brand responsible Hans-Jürgen Moog states in
the REWE CSR report: “We want to make a significant contribution
to reduce the sugar intake of our customers. So, reduction makes
sense. But it’s also clear that recipe optimization is only one piece
of the puzzle towards balanced nutrition. Information, knowledge
and exercise are other key factors.”
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CHALLENGE

Through the #youaresugar campaign REWE 
is addressing the need for healthier 
nutrition. Their strategy lines out a clear 
path to sugar reduction in a broad range of 
their products.

Besides R&D efforts to re-examine recipes and 
produce heathier products, the campaign also puts 
a strong emphasis on customer education and 
engagement. REWE actively involves the customer 
and raises awareness on consumption habits.

The REWE Group has anchored sustainability at the highest
level of corporate management. Since the start of the
sustainability strategy in 2008, the overall responsibility for
sustainability has been lying with the company CEO. The
organization has continuously strengthened sustainability
roles within the various distribution lines. As a retailer with
many millions of customer contacts every day, the REWE
Group has a special responsibility to promote more
sustainable products in a mass market and raise awareness
amongst customers. One example of this is the reduction of
sugar content in food products. A large number of illnesses
such as diabetes or cardio-vascular diseases lead back to
high sugar consumption. Therefore, REWE – in 2018 alone –
continuously introduced the first around 100 sugar-reduced
pilot products into the range. In addition to reducing the
amount of sugar in its products, REWE also focuses on
education. It is not always easy to change one's eating habits
and many people lack knowledge about healthy nutrition
and alternatives.
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To foster dialogue with customers along this process,
REWE consumers were directly involved in the
process for the launch of the #DuBistZucker
(#YouAreSugar) campaign: Consumers were able to
try the REWE chocolate pudding of their choice in
four different sugar levels and then decide which
variant to put on the shelves. For four weeks, more
than 100,000 people cast their votes. The result: the
pudding with 30 per cent less sugar is the taste
winner. Since May 2018, this new recipe has
replaced the classic chocolate pudding from REWE
Beste Wahl (“REWE Best Choice” brand). Most
recently, REWE repeated this model with their
chocolate crunchy granola (see campaign phases
below). Customer were able to buy a sample box
containing granola packs with different sugar
contents. After trying them, customers could go
online and vote for their favourite product.

REWE’s implementation roadmap for less sugar:
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PRACTICE

REWE examines all
their own-brand
product recipes

REWE launches first
products with less 
sugar content.

100 product out 
with reuced sugar
content.

REWE will relaunch
50% of examined
product with less sugar.
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Campaign phases (Product: “Knuspermüsli” - “Crunchy Cereal”):
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PRACTICE
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Resources, Obstacles & Benefits
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Sources

Campaign video:
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEfNUucyl8c
Rewe:
 https://wenigerzucker.rewe.de/?ecid=sea_google_vs_brand

s_[pm]-zucker-[nt|br]_{b}-+rewe-+zucker_text-
ad_1728054694_65135319782&gclid=Cj0KCQjwkIzlBRDzAR
IsABgXqV-
lRQfQyHbyfWaJobUeLJPdY9RRL8Irb7C9Z6QQtCe59u75NkcY
q5waAv_vEALw_wcB

 https://www.rewe-
group.com/de/newsroom/pressemitteilungen/1691-rewe-
kampagne-zeigt-das-leben-schmeckt-auch-mit-weniger-
zucker

 https://rewe-group-
nachhaltigkeitsbericht.de/2017/nachhaltigkeitsmagazin/du-
bist-zucker/index

Media:
 https://www.horizont.net/marketing/nachrichten/Rewe-

Zuckerkampagne-Verbraucher-wollen-30-Prozent-weniger-
Zucker-im-Schokopudding-164912

 https://www.wuv.de/marketing/rewe_will_weniger_zucker_
in_jedem_zweiten_produkt

 telzeitung.net/handel/Metro-AG-Nachhaltigkeit-als-
Fuehrungsthema--135207
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In order to implement a largescale re-evaluation of product
recipes, the company needs to allocate sufficient financial
resources to R&D. One the one hand these must go to the
re-evaluation of current product recipes as well as to the
development of new less-sugar alternatives. Responsible
staff needs to ensure that decision makers allocate internal
resources accordingly. Recipe optimization and reduction of
sugar content can in the long-term result in cost savings in
production since production needs less sugar.

Moreover, the organizations needs to make sure an
effective communications strategy is developed and
executed. The #youaresugar campaign sets REWE at the
forefront of customer engagement when it comes to a
changing product portfolio towards healthier nutrition. The
campaign acts as a promotion increasing customer
awareness and potentially winning the retailer new
customers. Therewith, it further sets a positive example
within the general food & retail industry of how to tackle
the issue of healthy(-ier) nutrition together with the
customers. By providing a platform for customer
engagement and feedback, the retailer shows how that
journey towards different-tasting products can be framed
in a way that does not ignore customer tasting habits and

preferences and thus works towards higher customer
retention and satisfaction. Moreover, it is a good example
on how to integrate educational aspects within such
campaigns. It is of high importance to include the customer
on this journey and to involve them as change-agents. The
goal of the less-sugar strategy is also education and
behavioural change. Changing taste and eating habits of
people is an immense challenge and cannot be reached
over night. The retailer provides its customers with
information and advice, e.g. on healthy recipes or what to
pay attention to when buying products in the super market
on their blog and therewith helps to grow awareness for
healthy nutrition.

To fulfil the educational goals of the project, the company
needs to reach and attract the customer through a very
well executed campaign as well as a long-term strategy.
Moreover, the campaign aims at a more positive and
healthy image for the organization and helps to build their
reputation as a caring, engaging and responsible company.
With their targets for sugar reduction and their campaign,
the company can position itself and serve as a benchmark
within the industry.
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